Size-Inclusive Dress For Every Season & Occasion

Let’s be honest, there is not one woman who hasn’t gone to their
closet, full of clothing, and exclaimed, “I have nothing to wear”. We’re
all guilty of it! Especially for special occasions (holidays, weddings, date
night, girls’ weekends) when the fashion stakes are raised and you want
to look beautiful, exude confidence and feel comfortable. Well my
friends, there is now a dress we can all grab from our closets that will
solve the self-inflicted fashion frustrations we all experience…The
Dream Dress! One dress, that does it all.
Designed to be worn 12 different ways, they are machine washable,
lightweight and wrinkle-free. The dress is feminine and it is forgiving,
constructed with liquid smooth ITY Jersey with a dash of spandex to
hug and support all the right places. Appropriate for every occasion, the
knee-length frocks feature Yoryu Chiffon accented with funky animal
prints displayed on the trim, belt and sunburst pleated kick front.
The reason this line is so imaginative, astute and comprehensive? The
woman behind The Dream Dress is none other than fashion industry
veteran and super model, the breathtaking Lorelei Shellist. Throughout
her career, Shellist became an international runway model and muse
for the grand masters of style; Yves St. Laurent, Karl Lagerfeld, Chanel
and Armani, just to name a few. Her free time was spent living out of a
suitcase while traveling with globe with fiancé Steve Clark of Def
Leppard, on the world-wide “Hysteria” tour, designing Steve’s stagewear and style for MTV music videos, award shows and press. Lorelei
knows fashion. She knows fit. Every thread in her being speaks from
decades of experience, hard work and being an insatiable sponge,

collecting coveted knowledge and insider skills, every high-heeled step
of the way.
Available Colors…
Amethyst with snakeskin accents, a rich and intoxicating purple hue
Black with zebra accents is classic with mysterious and empowering
tones
Chocolate with leopard accents exudes an exotic flair that compliments
all skin tones
Up to 18 fun and fresh looks can be created when tying the belt around
your waist, neck and shoulders. The belt can also be reimagined into a
scarf, necktie, bow or ascot. The Dream Dress encourages playful
curiosity and ideas.
Curators of Curves, The Dream Dress is size-inclusive and offered in
Small, Medium, Large, XL, 2XL & 3XL
For any season and every occasion, Lorelei Shellist conceptualized The
Dream Dress to be that trusted wardrobe staple that is fresh, flirty,
flattering and that every woman can rely on. For more information on
the entire collection, the history behind this visionary designer and to
shop all styles, visit https://runwayrunawaycollection.com/.

